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BGN Calendar Details at meeting and on egroup
Oct 17‐18

NSS Work Weekend (see inside back cover for details)

Oct 31‐Nov 1 NSS Work Weekend (see inside back cover for details and future dates)
nd

Nov 10

2 Tues Grotto Meeting 7pm, Ruffner Mtn Nature Center, 1214 81st St. S. 35206.

Dec 8

2nd Tues Grotto Meeting 7pm, Ruffner Mtn Nature Center, **ELECTIONS **

July 17‐23,
2016

th

75 NSS Convention, Ely, NV, see http://nss2016.caves.org for more info.

Birmingham
Grotto Officers
President
Alan Cook, NSS 34617
Vice‐President
Ray Merrill, NSS 5 63940
(205) 478‐7701
Secretary
Bradley Jones, NSS 63915
nss63915@ gmail.com

Disclaimer
Caving trips are led by volunteers. No Grotto committee reviews any trip leader’s
qualifications. New cavers should inquire about the nature of the trip and the experience
of the leader in advance. Those participating in the trips should be aware of their limits.
On vertical trips all participants are expected to supply their own gear and be
knowledgeable about rigging and safe practices.

On the cover...
A ghostly shrouded figure luring you further into Sinking Cove
(Alan Cook)

Treasurer & Member List
Lindsey Bean, NSS 65520
lindseyb1024@ yahoo.com
205‐913‐1650
Immediate Past President
(Executive Committee Member)
Fennigan Spencer, NSS 61677

Birmingham On‐Line!
Find us on Facebook,
CaveChat or
www.bhamgrotto.org

Newsletter Staff
The Birmingham Grotto Newsletter is published twelve times a year by the Birmingham
Grotto, Inc., of the National Speleological Society, Inc. Other NSS Internal Organizations
may reprint material provided credit is given to this publication and the author.
Annual dues are $15.00 per individual and $20.00 per family, which is payable on
October 1st. Dues are prorated for anyone joining during the year. The subscription rate
is $15.00 per year. The Birmingham Grotto will exchange publications with other NSS
Grottos. Exchange newsletters should be sent to:
Birmingham Grotto
P.O. Box 59607
Birmingham, AL 35259
Articles, Trip Reports, Graphics, Poetry, and any other speleo‐related material should be
sent to the Editors via the email address given. Submissions via email should be directed
to: editor@ bhamgrotto.org. The deadline for publication is the 27th of the month;
however, the Newsletter is limited to 12 pages per month and material may be held for
future issues.

Editors
Dave Howell, NSS13926 FE
& Valerie Howell, NSS 18128 FE
vdshowell@ yahoo.com
(205) 591‐5127
Proofreaders
Archivist
David Caudle, NSS 13995 FE
olecaveman@ gmail.com
Conservation
David McRae, NSS 51358
dirtydavesmcrae@ gmail.com
Webmaster
Jeff Harrod, NSS 37101
webmaster@ bhamgrotto.org

More About Caves and Caving
National Speleological Society
The Birmingham Grotto recommends that all grotto members consider joining our
parent organization. More info can be found at http://www.caves.org/
Southeastern Cave Conservancy, Inc.
The SCCi is a wonderful organization led by cavers for cavers which purchases and
protects caves with reasonable management. Find out more at http://www.scci.org/
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Prefer Paperless?
Grotto newsletter e‐subscriptions are
now available on request. Just let the
Treasurer and Editors know, confirm
your email, and you can get the next
issue, in color, before the meeting.
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Birmingham Grotto Meeting Minutes
September 8, 2015
Visitors
Treavor Saeger

New Members
Annette Reynolds

Minutes
August 11, 2015 Meeting Minutes were accepted.

Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Lindsey Bean reported the following activities on the grotto
account since the last meeting
Beginning Balance:
$3659.95
Income:
Dues
$81.34
Total Income:
+$81.34
Expenses (None , no checkbook)
0
Total Expenses:
‐$0
Ending Balance:
$3741.29
Unpaid 2015 Auction Debts
Barry Skelton $35

Eric Howell $11

Brian Freeman $49

Jeff Harrod $62.75

Chris Leggett $8.50

Gladdens $45.50

Clay Challendar $40.50

Teresa Barnett $15.00

Cobbs $39.75

Announcements
A big thanks from Allan Bullen and George W Bush to those who came out
and helped with the catering event at Lakeshore. In attendance were Chris
Garrison, Lindsey Bean, Bradley Jones, Danielle Jones, Ray Merrill, Dave
McRae, Sherry Gladden, Jonathan Gladden, April Tuck, Ben Wanagat,
Fennigan Spencer, Valerie Howell, and Joe Messervy
09/10/15 – Southern Exposure Film Festival

Bryant Corkscrew.
Grotto Trips
9/19/15 Snail Shell Weekend. Bring wetsuit and flotation device.
UAB Outdoor Pursuits has wetsuits available for rental for $15 if
needed.
Trip Reports
September Grotto Trip: Dave Howell, Alan Cook, Cassie Perry,
Luke Perry, Brandon Crawford Smith, Teresa Barnett, Tylon Gibbs,
Brook Brashear, Bradley Jones, Aaron & Christian Atz visited
Guffey.
Judy Ranelli visited Big Mouth Cave at Sewanee Cave Fest.
Fennigan Spencer visited Cedar Ridge Crystal with Jazmyn, and
Courtney Melbourne.
Courtney Melbourne paddled to Nickajack and saw the bats exit
the cave.
Gregory Brecht visited Manitou with Sophia, Magz Sims, Kate,
Nora, and Bluff River with Caitlin Greene.
Andy Zerbe visited Lost Cove Cave with Gary Barnes.
Alan Cook visited Water Well with Daniel Wood, Dave McRae,
Clay Challender, Chris Garrison, and Damon Campbell, and Perry
Lakes Park with Cassie Perry.
Bradley Jones visited Hering and Glover cave with Jennifer Potts,
Tylon Gibbs, Cody Sharp, Lin Guy, and Bill Torode, and visited
Ketona, Chalk, and Opossum Valley with Ryan Carlson.
Want more detailed trip reports? I think we all do so write a trip
report!
Program
Dave Howell gave a slide presentation on Wild Arkansas.
Respectfully submitted,
Bradley Jones

09/12/15‐ Manitou Cave Cleanup Weekend. Gregory Brecht for details.
09/19/15 – Manitou Gating. Kristen Bobo needs a few people to help get
steel on site on Thursday. Contact Gregory Brecht for details
09/19/15 – Snail Shell Weekend
09/19/15 – TAG work Weekend.
10/03/15 – Single Rope Technique. http://www.hcru.org/srt
10/08/15 – TAG weekend 8th‐11th.
We have some T‐Shirts left that we need to sell: (1 ‐ $20) Medium Long
Sleeve, and (1 ‐ $16) Medium Short Sleeve. If interested please reach out to
Lindsey Bean and or bring some $ to the next grotto meeting.
Wanting to join or renew your grotto membership? If so you can send
payment to PayPal account, bhamgrotto@gmail.com. You may also still mail
in a check to P.O. Box 59607, Birmingham, AL 35259 or hand deliver to the
treasurer, Lindsey Bean, at the next meeting. $15 Single/$20 Family. Add $1
if paying by PayPal to cover convenience fees. Once paid you will receive or
continue receiving the award winning newsletter and access to the Yahoo
group for latest date on caving trips.

Old Business
Bryant Mountain – Issues with the gate locking mechanism is being
investigated

New Business
Guffey gate is in need of repair and the property is up for sale.
Ruffner Mountain is looking for volunteer help for various events listed on
their Facebook page.
David Caudle gave an open invitation for someone to push a wet crawl in
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A new approach to cave lights‐thanks for sharing, Jeff!
(Michael Holden: Photographer)
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Grotto In September
Photos by Aaron Atz, Jeff Harrod, Bradley Jones, David McRae, Ray Merrill, Alicia Nelson, Fenn Spencer
A gaggle of members at TAG clean up weekend, a few more at Manitou with gate installation and a bunch at Snail Shell! Whoo hoo what a weekend!‐
Fenn Spencer

To all who helped carry
the rolled asphalt
roofing at Manitou and
wanted to know how
much a roll
weighed...90lbs. Now
you know,
and knowing is half the
battle.‐Jo Messervy

Good time today with
Alan, Cassie, Luke and
Dave wrapping up the
new gate on Manitou.
We managed to carry
up the trail, mix and
pour 43 bags of
concrete today.
I told Alan I needed
some exercise today.
He didn't disappoint.‐
Jeff Harrod
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My kayak currently contains around 200 beer and soda cans...we removed most of the trash from upper Snail Shell.‐Aaron Atz

Rockhouse Cave
Econfina float

Surprise visitors!
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The Bangor Cave Witch

By Jay Bookout –Jay Michael Wright II (shared by Jennifer Potts & Bobby Dodson)
Ed. Note: This is a work of fiction, filed under Horror, Urban Legend

In 1973 three girls went into the woods. One came out nearly
mad. Two went missing.....
In the summer of 1973 three girls entered the woods in
Blountsville, Alabama near the historical landmark known as Bangor
Cave. What happened next remains a topic of controversy to this
very day. Here are the facts as we know them.
On July 17, 1973 Barbara Jean Cox (19), Dorothy Gale Cox (17),
and Melissa Sue Anderson (17) were going into Birmingham to meet
up with a fourth friend Sally June Jones (18). The girls never arrived.
According to Barbara Jean and Dorothy Gale's mother the girls left at
approximately 4:45 pm to pick up Melissa who lived around a mile
down the road. Melissa Sue's father corroborated this statement by
saying the girls left his farmhouse about 4:55 pm.
No one is exactly sure how the girls had a change of plans but
motorists reported seeing a 1963 silver Ford Galaxy parked on the
side of the road near Bangor Cave starting at about 5:30 pm. As
many teenagers and young adults used Bangor Cave (an illegal
nightclub from the days of prohibition) as a party spot no one really
gave it a second thought at the time.
According to reports Blount County Deputy Sheriff Tommy Davis
stopped a “young female who seemed to be in distress wandering
up and down the road on Highway 31” at approximately 6:47 pm.
The report stated the female “was hysterical, drenched in sweat,
had what appeared to be blood on her shoes, and a strange tar like
substance on her upper left arm.”
The female, later identified as Melissa Sue Anderson, reportedly
kept screaming “She took them! She took them!” When asked 'who'
took them she reportedly responded “The old woman with the
white hair.”
Mrs. Anderson was so hysterical she had to be subdued until
paramedics arrived. It took three paramedics, Deputy Sheriff Davis,
and fifth man (unidentified) who had stopped to help having seen all
the commotion just to get Melissa Sue on the gurney. Deputy Sheriff
Davis stated in his report “The girl was wild and incredibly strong. It
was like she was possessed.”
Officially her condition was explained away as “a probably drug
overdose of LSD or some other psychotropic” despite the fact the
hospital's records showed Melissa's blood toxicity screen came back
negative. The only abnormality was that she had four times the
normal adrenaline levels of a man twice her size who was in distress.
At the hospital Melissa's strange behavior continued. Her records
showed that the doctors tried to sedate the girl but the injections
had little to no effect. Doctor records stated “Patient was
administered five times the normal dosage of Valium yet seemed
unaffected. At this point we're afraid to give her any more out of
fear of causing permanent damage to her central nervous system.”
Back in Blountsville Deputy Sheriff Davis, along with local
townspeople and other officers, began an extensive search of the
woods surrounding Bangor Cave and the cave itself. They found
nothing that night but resumed the search the next day. The search
was officially called off on day three when no trace of the girls had
been located.
The Sheriff's Department attempted to conduct interviews with
Melissa Sue to try and make sense of exactly what happened.
Melissa was either unwilling or unable to cooperate. She reportedly
kept saying over and over “The woman with white hair. Her eyes
were red. Her eyes were red.”
Doctor records indicate that “The patient refuses to sleep and
shows an extreme case of achluphobia (fear of the dark). She insists
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a light be on at all times and in her three days here no one has yet to
see her so much as dose off. We are referring the patient to Bryce
Hospital where she can undergo a full psychological evaluation.”
Six days later T.J. Wilson, a local farmer, made a grisly discovery
while out hunting. He stumbled upon the naked mutilated remains
of Barbara Jean and Dorothy Gale Cox. The official police report
stated “the girls had most likely become lost and had the misfortune
of stumbling across some kind of predator such as a bear or
mountain lion which would explain their injuries.”
Immediate questions were raised as the girls were discovered in
an area searchers had combed over at least four times during their
search. Further doubt was raised when Dale Cox, the girl's father,
told the local newspaper that “He just couldn't understand how his
girls got lost in those woods. His daughters had lived here their
whole lives. They knew those woods like the back of their hand.”
Almost immediately after Dorthy Gale and Barbara Jean's bodies
were found Melissa Sue Anderson began demonstrating even odder
behavior. She became prone to fits and screaming that “someone
was in her room”. Reports stated “She would stare into an empty
corner of the room with a look of absolute terror on her face.”
She once asked one of the nurses “Can't you see her?”
The nurse replied “Can't I see who?”
To which Melissa Sue screamed 'The woman with the red eyes!'.”
Her condition was diagnosed as schizophrenia with severe paranoia
and hallucinations. No history of mental illness existed in the
Anderson family.
The third day after the bodies were found Melissa Sue began
exhibiting wild convulsions, screaming uncontrollably that “the
witch had come for her”. The official report states “Patient began
seizing and convulsing uncontrollably. Nurses were unable to sedate
the patient. Eventually the patient convulsed so hard that she
snapped her 2nd cervical vertebrae and was declared deceased at
7:59 pm.” That's right, the official report is that Melissa broke her
own neck while having a seizure. This only fueled rumors that all
three girls met with some kind supernatural force in the woods
which took all their lives. The rumors died down until a 1983
interview with T.J. Wilson surfaced.
In the interview Mr. Wilson stated “Those girls weren't killed by a
bear or anything we have out in those woods. Those girls were
gutted. They were sliced from their sternum down to their private
parts and all their organs were missing. Stomach, bowels, liver,
kidneys, everything. I don't know any animal that could do that with
that sort of precision. Their bodies were untouched but their insides
were completely gone.”
Between 1973 and 2015 ten more people have gone missing in
the Bangor Cave area of Blountsville. Some say it's just coincidence.
Others say there's something evil lurking in the woods: a Satanic
Cult, a demon, or perhaps even The Bangor Cave witch.
See more at scriggler.com, Bookie's Horror/Fantasy/Sci
Fi/Suspense Club

(Bradley Jones)
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NSS HQ Work Weekends

By Maureen Handler, NSS HQ Volunteer Coordinator
The new NSS Headquarters’ work weekend schedule has been updated! Please consider coming to help out on this project.
In addition to the listed schedule, we are leaving the Thanksgiving weekend open as well as the week between Christmas and New Year’s. If you
live farther away and need a holiday to be able to come down to Huntsville, we will work with your schedule. This could be a great opportunity for
grottoes that are out of the SERA region. We can also schedule some work during the week if that is the only time you can come help us out. Just
get in touch with me if this is the case and we will see what we can do to accommodate your schedule.
October 17‐18
December 5‐6
October 31‐November 1
December 19‐20
November 14‐15
If you want to do a grotto weekend and it is not a listed weekend, get in touch with me. We try to stay flexible so everyone can come and help. If
one person from each SERA grotto can make the work weekend, we will have this project well on its way to completion.
We are still trying to finish the library/archive area so we can move all of the cave files into the new library. This will give us a world class research
facility.
There is indoor and outdoor camping available. Come help the NSS finish this fantastic project!

The Future of Ketona
By Bradley Jones NSS 63915
Ty Conway tipped me off on 8/26/15 of some clearcutting at
Ketona Bridge Cave. I verified it to be true on my lunchbreak and as
such the main entrance looked like it may have collapsed from the
weight of the trees that were removed. I could not investigate
further as I did not have caving gear and nothing more than a phone
for a light. Instead I walked both ends of the newly cut road and
luckily found that it stopped at the edge of the park before reaching
Chalk Cave. I found out who was responsible for the cut and after
speaking with them over the phone found this stopping point is
where a future bridge will cross into the park as part of the new
greenway project. The newly cut path when finished will be a 10'
wide paved trail that can be used by bicycles and foot traffic alike. I
was relieved to find out that this was the extent of the cut and that
no further damage was expected to the caves though I still wanted
to come back and check the entrance further.
On Sunday morning 9/6/15, Ryan Carlson and I met at the park
to further check. I tied a handline to the tree above entrance
number 2 into Ketona which is now, thanks to the recent cut, in
plain sight. This was the first entrance Ben Deason and I had found
when we initially visited this cave. We never entered it though
because we had also found the main creek entrance which was a bit
easier. Getting down with the handline via the vertical entrance
wasn't bad so I bottomed it and checked out the main entrance. It
did not appear to have received any obvious structural damage so
Ryan went ahead and came in that way. We quickly found that the
water level was up more than we expected from the recent rains. As
such it would not be possible for us to make it to our terminus point
on our last visit as the main passage sumped quickly. I hope to visit
this during a dry spell if I can ever remember to do so as I spoke with
Greg McGill, who mapped the cave, and he said that he and another
made it to within 100' of connecting Ketona to Chalk during a
drought. After confirming the cave was unharmed Ryan and I
decided to head over to Chalk. I have visited Chalk a couple of times
now but did not recall it having the volume of trash that Ryan and I
found so we toted out 2 trash bags full of trash. We saw several
bats, salamanders, and looked at some the carvings to see if we
could find any of the rumored petroglyphs or early signatures.
The earliest signatures we saw were early 1900's but nothing
that really caught our untrained eyes. Would be much easier if there
weren't as many carvings as there were but the damage has already
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been done. From here we decided to visit one more cave before
calling it a day so I took Ryan to Opossum Valley so we could
attempt to push the crawl at the back that I declined to do on my
previous solo trip.
We both left our gloves in the jeep and of course this is the cave
you would want them the most. Neither of us wanted to go back
and grab them so we pushed on. The cave isn't extremely big so we
were to the back in no time. I pushed 30‐40' up the stream crawl
and could see that it easily went another 10‐20' and possibly opened
up. I didn't have a shovel and not sure that I could have pushed
through. I had one in the jeep but being I didn't feel air flow decided
it probably wasn't worthwhile so we decided to head back. Being we
parked at the main entrance of the neighborhood I asked Ryan to
make sure no cars were traveling the road before he exited the
woods. Car passed and he popped out only to find a police car
behind my jeep. I was close behind and heard Ryan say police as
soon as I exited the woods. The stunned cop quickly backed his car
up about 20' as I am not sure what his thoughts were when he first
saw us. I had my caving pack hanging loosely from my left hand and
then we heard over the megaphone, "put the bag down, both of you
sit down on the curb, cross your legs, and put your palms in the air".
We did exactly as he said and then he stepped out of his car and
asked what we were doing. I told him we were cavers and had just
finished the cave. He then seemed relieved and said that was
something he thought only happened in the movies. We assured
him we were telling him the truth and meant no trouble which was
quite obvious by our cave debris covered bodies. Someone had
tipped him off shortly after we arrived and thought my jeep perhaps
was stolen but I am betting he thought it was his lucky day when to
guys jumped out of the woods with a bag that might have held
stolen jewels. After verifying the vehicle was mine he sent us on our
way. I was thankful neither Ryan nor I had acted like smartasses as
both of us were skateboarders in our younger years and have had
more than our fair share of dealings with police. I almost offered to
take the officer to the cave but being his dress blues had a look of
perfection I didn't bother mentioning it.
For more info on this project see ‐‐>
http://www.fivemilecreekgreenwaydistrict.org/greenway‐
parks/2008‐five‐mile‐creek‐greenway‐plan/
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News & Notes
Dave Howell
*** Well, it's October already, and you know
what that means: RIDGEWALKING SEASON and
its evil twin HUNTING SEASON are upon us.
Here are 2015‐16 deer season dates for the
cave country of north Alabama:
Archery: October 15 – January 31
Guns:
General season, including private land:
November 21 – January 31
James D. Martin/Skyline Wildlife
Management Area: (Gates open October 1,
close May 1.)
November 14, 16‐20, 21‐22, 26‐29
December 4‐6, 11‐13, 18‐20, 24‐27
January 1‐3, 8‐10, 22‐24
And now, my annual litany of cautions: Do not
hunt by this schedule. The actual hunting
schedule is a good bit more complicated,
including stalk days, youth hunt days, primitive
weapons days, etc. The above is simply
general information for cavers and
ridgewalkers, to let you know when people are
likely to be shooting in the woods. If you're
hunting, consult an actual State schedule.
Wear hunters' orange whether it's a gun day
or not. Sometimes people hunt when they're
not supposed to, so it's good to be as visible as
possible at all times. Besides, an orange vest or
cap will make it less likely you'll get separated
from your caving or ridgewalking buddies.
Don't wear white, as hunters can mistake you
for a whitetail deer. No joke, they really can,
especially if they've been swigging on a flask or
bottle while sitting in that tree stand. The
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above is for Alabama only, and only
designated areas of the state at that. If you're
caving or ridgewalking in Tennessee, Georgia,
or Mississippi (yes, the Magnolia State does
have caves), consult the hunting schedules for
those states.
So, mark the above dates on your calendars,
and be safe out there! We don't want anybody
getting shot. And don't forget to report your
finds to the Alabama Cave Survey. (By the way,
you'll notice nobody is legally hunting in
February – February = prime ridgewalking
season!)
*** Some bad news this month: there was a
fatality in STEPHENS GAP CAVE the 2nd week
of September when PATRICK WERSZNER fell to
his death. Patrick, who was 18 or 19 years old
(depending on which report you read), a UAB
student, and an active rock climber and
outdoorsman, was visiting Stephens Gap on an
SCCi permit when he fell from the Pedestal 50
feet to the floor. He was reportedly not
equipped with caving gear, rope, or vertical
gear; the exact cause of his fall is unknown. A
front page article by Adam Ganucheau
describing the incident appeared in the
Sunday, September 13 edition of The
Birmingham News, which also featured a
photo of a caver on rope in the pit, as well as
interviews with our own FENN SPENCER and
DAVID McRAE. The article talks a good deal
about the fact that the sport of caving can be
very dangerous, about how its popularity is
soaring, and about how important "learning

the trade" is to staying alive and safe
underground. Good to remind people of this,
particularly those who might be inclined to try
out caving on their own; also good that the
article recommends that novices get involved
with experienced cavers or NSS grottos. The
Birmingham Grotto's condolences go to
Patrick Werszner's survivors, who might take
some comfort in the fact that he died doing
what he loved.
*** Did you get to see the BLOOD MOON that
night in late September? It was cloudy, but
Valerie and I saw the last half of the eclipse
and a couple minutes of the full blood moon
before the clouds called a halt. In many
ancient cultures the moon was seen as more
powerful than the sun; as it controlled the
sea's tides it must also control the tides of life
and death. In its association with birth, it was
believed that the moon was the receptacle of
menstrual blood, the base substance with
which every pregnant woman formed her
child; this "moon fluid" was thought to sustain
life, to keep even the gods alive. But most of
all the moon governed magic, which is
probably the reason why worship of the moon
goddess declined after the appearance of
Christianity. When you look at the moon,
whether you dance naked around the fire in
honor of the goddess, or just go "hm. Full
moon tonight," keep in mind the power this
heavenly body has exerted over humankind
from time immemorial. Very cool, when you
think about it.

